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DECLARATION

The undersigned hereby declares that:

1. I am the sole named inventor of the above-identified patent application.

2. I have been made aware of U.S. patent 6,587,688, originally filed May 2,

1999 and claiming priority to provisional application Ser. No. 60/169,785, originally filed

on December 9, 1999.

3. Prior to December 9, 1999, at least one embodiment of the subject matter

of claims 3-5 in the pending application was conceived of and with due diligence

constructively reduced to practice through the filing of one or more patent applications.

4. The prior invention stated in paragraph 3 above occurred in the Republic

of Korea ("South Korea"), which is a recognized member of the World Trade

Organization, subsequent to January 1, 1996.



5. The prior invention and diligent reduction to practice stated in paragraph

3 is evidenced by, among other things:

a. Exhibit Al enclosed herewith includes an accurate copy of a

document transmitted by facsimile to South Korean counsel on October 12, 1999.

Exhibit A2 is an English language translation of the document of Exhibit Al. The

document of Exhibits Al and A2 is an invention disclosure pertaining to the

international automatic roaming service invented by me.

b. Exhibit Bl enclosed herewith includes an accurate copy of a draft

specification prepared by South Korean counsel following discussions with me

regarding the subject matter of the invention prior to December 9, 1999. Exhibit

B2 is an English language translation of the draft specification of Exhibit Bl. The

draft specification of Exhibits Bl and B2 was sent to me on November 22, 1999

and was reviewed by me prior to December 9, 1999. The draft specification of

Exhibits Bl and B2 is substantially the same as in the currently pending

application and discloses the subject matter of pending claims 3-5.

c. On December 15, 1999, my South Korean counsel filed Korean

patent application No. 99-57715, which is the priority document of the pending

U.S. application.

d. I have been informed that 3-6 months is ordinarily required from

the date of receiving an invention disclosure for my South Korean counsel to

prepare and file a Korean patent application. Korean application No. 99-57715

was filed only slightly more than two months from the date (October 12, 1999)

of disclosure to South Korean counsel. It is thus my belief that my South Korean

counsel and I worked diligently to constructively reduce to practice the invention

of claims 3-5.

6. I further declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge

are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true;

and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both under
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Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false

statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

Further declarant sayeth not.

Respectfully submitted,
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^
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16, Ulchiro 1-ga, Chung-gu, Seoul, Korea

TEL: 3708-1413

FAX: 2708-1489

FAX
To: Chang-Suk YOO, Dept. Manager From: Seong-yong HONG

Fax: 753-7315 Date: October 12, 1999

TEL: 753-5477 Pages: COVER+

Subject: Review of a proposed new application

cc: Hong KUM, Assistant Manager

URGENT REVIEW qMEMO oACKNOLEGEMENT qREUSE

MEMO:

1 . Patent application case relating to an international roaming

With regard to the above case, we are enclosing a draft of a proposed invention.

Before preparing a specification, please review it first. Also, please let us know

before noon today who will be responsible for proceeding with this case. If

possible, we wish to have a meeting to discuss about this matter with the inventor

tomorrow.

end Draft of a proposed invention relating to an international automatic roaming
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1. Title of the Invention: Service allowing a foreign CDMA subscriber to

incoming/outgoing call while the subscriber is visiting Korea

2. Abstract: Service method wherein a subscriber who is registered in a foreign

country can be allowed to receive the wireless telecommunication service in

Korea

3. Description

1) Constitution of the Invention: same as below

2) Call origination service in Korea for a foreign subscriber

- When a mobile terminal of a foreign subscriber is detected at a mobile

switching center, the prefix of the number of the mobile terminal is analyzed, and

if the number is belongs to a foreign service provider, a location registration

message is sent to a foreign location register.

- A domestic switching center receives a normal subscriber information

from the foreign location register.

- The domestic switching center stores the normal subscriber information

to provide a call service like other general subscribers.

3) Incoming call connection service in Korea for a foreign subscriber



- When a foreign subscriber is called, a foreign location register sends a

routing information request message to a domestic switching center in which the

location is registered.

- After the domestic switching center receives the routing information

request message, if the message is the one initiated from the foreign switching

center, an international routing number is generated and added to a domestically

used routing number and sent to the foreign location register.

- By using the international routing number, the foreign switching center

provides an incoming call connection service by routing a call to the domestic

switching system through the international telephone service provider.



1 . Title of the Invention: Service limiting a call origination/receiving service when

a CDMA mobile telecommunication subscriber visits a mobile telecommunication

network in a foreign country.

2. Abstract: Service method wherein for a specific subscriber among the normal

domestic subscribers, a call origination/receiving service can be limited while the

subscriber is visiting the area of a foreign service provider, and a normal service

can be provided when the subscriber returns home.

3. Description

1) Constitution of the Invention:

2) A database in a location register additionally includes a subscriber level

of international roaming authority.

3) A switching center information in a location register additionally

includes an international/domestic information.

4) Process of limiting a call in an international roaming area

- When a subscriber visits an area belonging to a foreign switching system,

a location registration message is sent to a location register in Korea.



- When the location register receives the location registration message, if

the message is sent from an international switching center, and if the subscriber

who requests for the location registration has no international roaming authority,

then the value of the parameter f

IS-41 AuthorizedDenied* is set as 'MSC Not

Authorized' and sent it to the switching center.

- The switching center receives this message and prohibits the call service

through the process of 'IS-41.'

- The subscriber is prohibited from originating/receiving a call in a

foreign country.

5) Normal communication in a domestic network area

- A domestic switching center sends a location registration message to a

domestic location register.

- If the domestic switching center receives the message, the location

register responds in accordance with a general domestic call process regardless of

the international roaming authority.

- The subscriber is prohibited from using a call service in a foreign

country but a normal communication is allowed in domestic area.



1. Title of the Invention: Service allowing a CDMA subscriber to receive a call

service while the subscriber is visiting a foreign CDMA service area

2. Abstract: Service method wherein a subscriber with a normal level can receive

a call service while the subscriber is visiting an area of a foreign service provider

3. Description

1) Constitution of the Invention: same as below

2) Call origination service in a foreign country for a domestic subscriber

- When a foreign switching center receives a location registration message,

if an international roaming service authority is confirmed, a normal subscriber

information is sent to a switching center.

- The foreign switching system stores the normal subscriber information

and provides a call origination service like other general subscriber.

3) Call receiving service in a foreign country for a domestic subscriber

- If a domestic subscriber is called, a domestic originating switching

center sends a location information request message to a location register.

- The location register sends a routing information request message to a

foreign switching center.

- A foreign switching system assigns a routing number for a routing and



sends it to a location register.

- The location register sends a routing number, which the foreign

switching system received, and an international call connection number, which

was already registered, to the originationg switching center.

- The originationg switching center adds the international call connection

number to the routing number to provide an incoming service in a foreign country

by routing a call to the corresponding international telephone service provider.



1. Title of the Invention: Service allowing a foreign CDMA subscriber who visits

in Korea to use a vertual origination number when the subscriber tries an

international call

2. Abstract: Service method wherein when a foreign subscriber tries an

international call in a domestic area, a number with domestic numbering system is

used as a call origiantion number information of a call connection message

transmitted to a switching center of an international telecommunication service

provider so that the international telecommunication service provider can be

prevented to be confused from the subscriber's using the different number system

from that of the domestic one.

3. Description

1) Constitution of the Invention

2) Call origination service in a domestic area for a foreign subscriber

- A number corresponding to a foreign subscriber is registered at a

domestic switching center in advance.

- When a foreign subscriber tries an international call, the switching

center analyzes the call origination number, and if it is an already registered

number of the foreign subscriber, a virtual call origiantion number nformation,

which was registered in the switching center in advance, is used as the call



origiantion numberr of a call connection message used in a call routing to transmit

it to an international telecommunication service provider.



* Constitution of an international automatic roaming network

Shinsegi network
International signal

network service provider

Service provider network in

a country where a roaming
service is provided

IWU : InterWorking Unit

signal flow

voice flow

Int'l TLDN PFX = Int'l TLDN PFX + National TLDN

- Int'l TLDN PFX : 2-5 digit number

- National TLDN = National TLDN PFX(3 digit) + MSCNOO digit) + XXXX

- At this time, nature of address of digit parameter = Int'l
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[ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE]

[ABSTRACT]

A method which can allow subscribers to select an international

telephone service provider and appropriately provide a wireless

communication service to a mobile station subscribed to a foreign

wireless communication system is disclosed. The method of providing

a wireless communication service to an international roaming mobile

station includes the steps of: a) storing information as to whether

the international roaming mobile station subscribes to an

international roaming service in a subscriber profile of the mobile

station; b) storing MSC IDs in a database of HLR; c) determining

whether a REGNOT message is from an MSC of a home system based

on the MSC IDs stored in the database when the REGNOT message is

inputted from the MSC to the HLR; and d) sending information as

to whether the international roaming mobile station subscribes

to the international roaming service to the MSC based on the

subscriber information when the RENOT message is not from the home

system. Therefore, the international roaming mobile stations can

receive a wireless communication service regardless of the telephone

number scheme differences between the countries.

[TYPICAL DRAWING]

FIG. 3
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[SPECIFICATION]

[TITLE OF THE INVENTION]

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMATIC ROAMING SERVICE METHOD

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

FIG, 1 is a view showing one example of international wireless

communication network;

FIG. 2 is a signal flow and network operation diagram

illustrating the registration of an international roaming

mobile station according to the present invention;

FIG, 3 is a signaling flow and network operation diagram

illustrating the calling operation of the international roaming

mobile station registered in the second country wireless

communication network according to the present invention; and

FIG, 4 is a signaling flow and network operation diagram

illustrating the process of providing the call service to a

mobile station subscribed in the second country wireless

communication network according to the present invention when

the mobile station visits the first country wireless

communication network

.

*Description of numerals of main parts in drawings*

14, 34: MSC 16, 161: mobile station

20, 40: signaling link 18, 38: voice trunk

22, 42: HLR database 26, 46: visitor location register

50: IGW

[DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION]

[OBJECT OF THE INVENTION]
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[FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION AND PRIOR ART THEREOF]

The present invention relates to a method of providing

a wireless communication service to an international roaming

mobile station, more particularly to a method which can allow

subscribers to select an international telephone service

provider and appropriately provide a wireless communication

service to a mobile station subscribed to a foreign wireless

communication system.

The operation of a cellular telephone network for

delivering inputted calls to dialed cellular mobile stations

is well known in the art. When a mobile station is dialed and

a call origination is sent to a home MSC (Mobile Switching

Center) , in response to the call origination, the home MSC

sends a location query message to the HLR (Home Location Resistor ) .

The HLR confirms which MSC serves at the area visited by the

dialed mobile station. For preparing call delivery, a routing

request message is forwarded from the HLR to the visited MSC.

The visited MSC determines the location of the called (or dialed)

mobile station and assigns an appropriate routing number (for

example, a temporary local directory number) to the called

mobile station . And then, the visited MSC responds to the routing

request message of the HLR with the routing number. The routing

number is forwarded to the home MSC to be used for establishing

a communication link between the home MSC and the visited MSC.

On the other hand, the delivery of the call to the called mobile

station is accomplished by establishing a communication link
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with a base station controller connected with a base station

currently servicing the called mobile station. And then, the

radio frequency communication link between the base station

and the called mobile station is established.

However, when a calling party number according to a foreign

telephone number plan is used as the "Calling Party Number"

parameter value of a call setup message, a problem can occur

that a communication link for an international roaming mobile

station can not be established because of the difference between

the foreign and domestic telephone number plans. Furthermore,

when a mobile station subscribed to a wireless telephone network

of one country is internationally roaming, it is impossible

for the subscriber of the mobile station to select a variety

of services provided from the subscribed wireless telephone

network as desired, as well as to receive an international

call service through his desirable international telephone

service provider.

[TECHNICAL SUBJECT WHICH THE INVENTION WANTS TO ACCOMPLISH]

Therefore, the present invention has been made by taking the

above facts into consideration, and an object of the present invention

is to provide a method which allows a domestic subscriber to

selectively receive an international roaming service.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a

methodwhich allows eachof the subscribers to select an international

telephone service provider when the subscribers receive the

international roaming service.
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It is a further object of the present invention to provide

a method which can provide a wireless commuunication service to

a visiting mobile station international roaming when the visiting

mobile station is subscribed to the international roaming service.

In order to achieve the above objects, a method according

to one aspect of the present invention includes the steps of: a)

storing information as to whether the internationally roaming mobile

station subscribes to an international roaming service in a

subscriber profile of the mobile station; b) storing mobile switching

center identifications (MSC IDs) in a database of a home location

register (HLR) ; c) determining whether a registration notification

(REGNOT ) message is from an MSC of a home system based on the

MSC IDs stored in the database when the REGNOT message is inputted

from the MSC to the HLR; and d) sending information as to whether

the international roaming mobile station subscribes to the

international roaming service to the MSC based on the subscriber

information when the RENOT message is not from the home system.

A method according to another aspect of the present invention

includes the steps of: a) registering the international roaming

mobile station at an MSC; b) determining whether a routing request

message for the international roaming mobile station is for an

international call when the routing request message is received

at the MSC; and c) generating an international routing number of

the international roaming mobile station when the routing request

message is for an international call and sending the international

routing number.
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According to the present invention, a method and an apparatus

for repeating a forward link communication signal are provided,

which can allow the subscrbers to select one international telephone

service provider and allow international roaming mobile stations

to receive a wireless communication service regardless of the

telephone number scheme differences between the countries.

[COMPOSITION AND FUNCTION OF THE INVENTION]

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be

illustrated below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a view showing one example of international wireless

communication network.

Referring to FIG. 1, an international wireless communication

network 10 includes the first country wireless communication network

12 and the second country wireless communication network 32. In

FIG. 1, while the wireless communication networks for the two

countries are only depicted, it is understood in the art that the

international wireless communication network 10 includes the

plurality of country wireless communication networks which are

interconnected with one another. Also, assuming that the present

invention is embodied in the first country wireless communication

network 12, the present invention will be described in detail.

Therefore, it is understood in the art that the present invention

is not limited to a particular wireless communication network.

The first country wireless communication network 12 includes

the plurality of interconnected MSCs (mobile switching centers)

14. Though only three MSCs 14 are depicted in the FIG. 1, it can
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be understood in the art that the first country wireless communication

network 12 may include more than three interconnected MSCs

.

The MSCs 14 provide digital or analog mobile telephone (for

example, cellular, PCS, etc.) service to the plurality of subscriber

mobile stations 16. The MSCs 14 are interconnected for communication

with one another through both signaling links 20 (illustrated with

broken lines) and voice trunks 18 (illustrated with solid lines)

.

The voice trunks 18 provide voice and data communications paths

used to carry subscriber communications between the MSCs 14. The

signaling links 20 carry command signals between the MSCs 14 used

for setting up and releasing voice and data communications links

over the voice trunks 18, and for controlling the provision of

service features to the subscriber mobile stations 16. The MSCs

14 are connected to an HLR (home location register) 22 by means

of the signaling links 20.

The HLR 22 has a database (not shown) which stores information

concerning the assigned subscriber mobile stations 16 comprising

location information and service information. Further, according

to the present invention, the database of the HLR 22 stores

information as to whether each of the mobile stations 16 subscribes

to an international roaming service and if subscribed, which of

the international telephone service providers each of subscribers

is served with the international roaming service through, such

as international telephone service numbers. The HLR 22 stores ID

of each MSC of the second country wireless communication network

32 and MSC IDs of other country wireless communication network
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(not shown) . There are the plurality of virtual origination numbers

stored at the HLR 22 for subscribers of the second and any other

countries wireless communication networks. When requested from

the MSCs 14, the HLR 22 assigns the plurality of virtual origination

numbers to the MSCs 14, respectively.

Also, the MSCs 14 are linked to the VLR26. The VLR 26 dynamically

stores subscriber information for subscriber mobile stations

currently served by the MSCs 14.

The second country wireless communication network 32 includes

the plurality of MSCs 34 interconnected with one another. In FIG.

1, though only three MSCs 34 are depicted, it is understood in

the art that the second country wireless communication network

32 may include more than three MSCs 34. The MSCs 34 conventionally

provide the plurality of subscriber mobile stations 36 with a digital

or analog wireless communication service. For example, the MSCs

34 operate based on the standard IS-41 . The MSCs 34 are interconnected

for communication with one another via signaling links 40 and voice

trunks 38. As mentioned above, the voice trunks 38 provide voice

and data communications paths used to carry subscriber

communications between the MSCs 34. The signaling links 40 carry

command signals between the MSCs 34 used for setting up and releasing

voice and data communications links over the voice trunks 38, and

for controlling the provision of service features to the subscriber

mobile stations 36. The MSCs 34 are connected to an HLR 42 by means

of the signaling links 44. The MSCs 34 are connected to an HLR

42 by means of the signaling links 20.
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The HLR 42 has a database (not shown) which stores information

concerning the assigned subscriber mobile stations 36 comprising

location information and service information. The HLR 42 operates

based on the standard IS-41. Further, the MSCs 34 are linked to

the VLR 46. The VLR 46 dynamically stores subscriber information

for subscriber mobile stations currently served by the MSCs 34.

An international gateway (IGW) 50 is used to connect at least

one of the MSCs 14 of the first country wireless communication

network 12 with at least one of the MSCs 34 of the second country

wireless communication network 32. It is understood in the art

that the IGW 50 can be used to connect a variety of networks for

example, PSTN, international telephone service providers , satellite

communication networks, etc., with one another.

In FIG. 1, when the mobile station 16 subscribed to the first

country wireless communication network 12 visits at the second

country wireless communication network 32, the mobile station 16

must register in the MSC 34 of the second country wireless

communication network 32 serving the area where the mobile station

16 visits.

FIG. 2 is a signal flow and network operation diagram

illustrating the registration of an international roaming mobile

station according to the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 2, when the mobile station subscribed to

the first country wireless communication network 12 visits the

service area of the MSC 34 of the second country wireless

communication network 32, the mobile station 161 sends a registration

11



request message 200 to the MSC 34. When the MSC 34 receives the

registration request message 200, the MSC 34 of the second country

wireless communication network 32 sends a REGistration NOTification

(REGNOT) message 210 through the IGW 50 to the HLR 22 of the first

country wireless communication network to which the mobile station

161 is subscribed- When the HLR 22 receives the REGNOT message

210 from the MSC 34, the HLR 22 determines which MSCs 34 generate

the REGNOT message 210- based on the MSC ID stored in the database

thereof. As the determination result, when the REGNOT message 210

is from a foreign MSC 34, that is, an MSC 34 of the second country

wireless communication network 32, the HLR 22 retrieves the profile

of the mobile station 161 from the database to determine whether

the mobile station 161 is subscribed to the international roaming

service (220) . And then, when the mobile station 161 is subscribed

to the international roaming service, the HLR 22 stores the current

location of the mobile station 161 in the database thereof and

returns a REGNOT response message together with information (user'

s

profile, interchange carrier ID, shared secret key for

authenthication, etc.) which the MSC 34 needs for communication

service, that is, normal information to the MSC 34. To the contrary,

when the mobile station 161 does not subscribe to the international

roaming service, the HLR 22 sends a REGNOT response message

representing an authority denied parameter to the MSC 34 to prevent

the MSC 34 from registering the mobile station 161.

The calling operation of the mobile station 161 registered

in a foreign country network will be illustrated below with reference

12



to FIG. 3.

FIG. 3 is a signaling flow and network operation diagram

illustrating the calling operation of the international roaming

mobile station 161 registered in the second country wireless

communication network 32 according to the present invention.

When the MSC 14 of the first country wireless communication

network 12 receives a message of calling the international roaming

mobile station 161, the MSC 14 of the first country wireless

communication network 12 sends a message requesting location

information of the mobile station 161 to the HLR 22. When the HLR

22 receives the location information request message from the MSC

14, the HLR 22 confirms the current location of the mobile station

161 based on the database thereof ( 320 ) . Then, the HLR 22 sends

a routing request message 330 through IGW 50 to the MSC 34 currently

registered by the mobile station 161. When the routing request

message is received, the MSC 34 assigns a routing number (for example,

TLDN) 340 in response to the routing request message, and forwords

the assigned routing number to the HLR 22(350) . When the routing

number is received, the HLR 22 adds the international telephone

service provider number 360, such as "001", "002", "00755", etc.,

which is stored in the user' profile of the mobile station 161 to

the routing number 340, and sends the added number to the MSC 24.

Since the process of establishing the call between the mobile station

and a caller is the same as that of IS-41, the detailed description

of the process is omitted.

FIG. 4 is a signaling flow and network operation diagram

13



illustrating the process of providing the call service to a mobile

station 36 subscribed in the second country wireless communication

network 32 according to the present invention when the mobile station

36 visits the first country wireless communication network 12.

When a mobile station 36 subscribed in the second country

wireless communication network 32 visits a service area of a MSC

14 of the first country wireless communication network 12, the

mobile station 361 registers in MSC 14 . The MSC 14 assigns a prepared,

predetermined domestic number (for example, TLDN) to the mobile

station 361. When the MSC 14 receives a routing request message

400 for the mobile station 361, the MSC 14 determines whether the

routing request message originates from MSCs of the first country

communication network 12 or any foreign country communication

networks for example, the HLR 42 of the second country wireless

communication network 32. When the routing request message is from

the HLR 42 of the second country wireless communication network

32, the MSC 24 generates an international routing number 410 and

forwards the international routing number 410 (for connecting with

the second country wireless communication network) to the HLR 42 ( 420 ) .

To the contrary, when the routing request message originates from

the HLR 22 of the same system, the MSC 14 generates a domestic

routing number (used in the first country) 410 and forwards the

domestic routing number to the HLR 42(420). Preferably, the

international routing number includes the domestic routing number,

a country code, and a domestic wireless communication service

provider code.
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Further, when the visiting mobile station 361 initiates a

call, the MSC 14 sends call connect message having the virtual

origination number which is assigned to the mobile station 361

in registration instead of the real number of the mobile station

361, such that confusion caused by a different number scheme between

two countries is prevented.

[EFFECT OF THE INVENTION]

According to the present invention, the method allows the

subscribers to select one international telephone service provider

or more by themselves. Further, according to the present invention,

the international roaming mobile stations can receive a wireless

communication service regardless of the telephone number scheme

differences between the countries.

While this invention has been particularly shown and described

with reference to particular embodiments thereof, it will be

understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in

form and details may be effected therein without departing from

the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended

claims

.
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[CLAIMS]

[claim 1]

A method of providing an international roaming service, the

method comprising the steps of:

a) storing information as to whether the international roaming

mobile station subscribes to the international roaming service

in a subscriber profile of the mobile station;

b) storing mobile switching center identifications (MSC IDs)

in a database of a home location register (HLR)

;

c) determining whether a registration notification (REGNOT)

message is from an MSC of a home system based on the MSC IDs stored

in the database when the REGNOT message is inputted from the MSC

to the HLR; and

d) sending information as to whether the international roaming

mobile station subscribes to the international roaming service

to the MSC based on the subscriber information when the RENOT message

is not from the home system in step c)

.

[claim 2]

A method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising the steps

of:

storing an international telephone service provider number

for the international roaming mobile station in the HLR; and

sending the international telephone service number together

with a routing number of the international roaming mobile station

when a location request message is received at the HLR.

[claim 3]
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A method of providing an international roaming service, the

method comprising the steps of:

a) registering the international roaming mobile station at

an MSC;

b) determining whether a routing request message for the

international roaming mobile station is for an international call

when the routing request message is received at the MSC; and

c) generating an international routing number of the

international roaming mobile station when the routing request

message is for an international call and sending the international

routing number.

[claim 4]

A method as claimed in claim 3, further comprising the

step of:

assigning a virtual origination number to the international

roaming mobile station in the MSC when a call origination request

from the international roaming mobile station is received at

the MSC, and sending a call connect message having the virtual

origination number instead of a calling part number,

[claim 5]

A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein said international

routing number includes a TLDN, a country code, and a system

operator code.
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